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NaSTEC 17.1 A Success!
By  J e n ny  K a s z a

NASTEC 17.1 was a huge success! The
conference, held at the

Radisson O’Hare on Saturday, October 25, offered many learning and
networking opportunities and was well-attended by IT professionals in
both the mainframe and networking/small systems worlds, the Chicago
and Milwaukee chapters, and IT students from area technical schools.
Eight presentations made up the heart of the event, and they covered a
wide variety of topics in IT, including online education, Linux,
WebSphere, OS/390, Web site hacking, regaining employment after a
layoff, and Microsoft Office 2003.

NaSPA President Scott Shererkicked the event off with a warm
welcome, offering a hearty thanks to all. Ron Fischer, NaSPA
Education Foundation President and Wisconsin Association Systems
Management (WASM) President Elect, also greeted the crowd.
Conferences such as NaSTEC and associations such as NaSPA, he
pointed out, can bring us together and encourage sharing and learning.

NaSPA Board members Emit Hurdelbrink , Bennie Shearer, Radi
Shourbaji, Dr. Ed Anthony, and Dr. Judy Serwatka helped the con-
ference go smoothly.

The NaSPA Education Foundation Vice President and WASM Board
Member Gary Jenovaiwas there, as well as WASM President Nancy
Freitag. Windy City chapter president Tom Bryant could not attend,
but Jerry Synogarepresented Mr. Bryant while he was away.

NaSPA staff also ensured that the event went well—Denise
Rockhill , Technical SupportPublisher and Sales Manager; Annette
Hess, Association Manager; Megan Kelley, Association Specialist;
Jenny Kasza, Technical Supporteditor; Don McMurray , Account
Executive; and Catherine Henke, Internet/Programmer Analyst.

Thanks to Mainline Services Group, Liberty Mutual , SPI Dynamics
and Microsoft for sponsoring the event.

GIVEAWAYS

This was not only a day of learning, it was also a day of giveaways,
and 10% of the crowd went home with a gift. Giveaway items included
a Pentium 4 PC from NaSPA, a travel/picnic cooler from Liberty
Mutual, an X-Box from Microsoft, an MP3 music system from
Microsoft, six copies of various Microsoft software applications, CD
packages, T-shirts, pens, and hats.

REVIEWS FROM THE CROWD

Feedback was overwhelmingly positive. Attendees rated the vendor
exhibits, the presentations, and the hotel itself, giving positive feed-
back and many suggestions for future conferences and presentations.
The pleasant reviews did not end at the event, however. Staff at NaSPA
headquarters received many e-mails of thanks and acclaim the week
following the conference.

MORE CONFERENCES IN 2004

Mark your calendar for the next scheduled NaSTEC conference, which
will occur on Friday, October 22–Saturday, October 23, 2004(the ses-
sions will occur on Saturday) at the Radisson O’Hare. We aim to do a
total of three NaSTEC conferences in 2004, and we’ll keep you posted on
dates and locations for those upcoming conferences. Also, plan on attend-
ing the NaSTEC conference in 2005 on Friday, October 21–Saturday,
October 22(the sessions will occur on Saturday).

BRIEF PRESENTATION SUMMARIES

Below you’ll find eight brief summaries of each presentation for those
who attended certain sessions and not others and for those who were
unable to attend the conference at all. For more detail on each presentation,
go to NaSPA’s Web site, www.naspa.com, “Special Announcements”.

1. “MAINTAINING JOB SKILLS IN A TIGHT
ECONOMIC MARKET USING ONLINE TRAINING”

By Dr. Judy A. Serwatka
The Information Technology (IT) field has gone through many ups and

downs throughout the years, but none so severe as those facing IT profes-
sionals in today’s environment. In my own case, I spent 13 years in many
different IT positions from keypunch operator (ugh!) to systems engineer,
before taking a teaching job at a university. Along the way, I pursued sev-
eral college degrees, ultimately completing a doctoral degree, after only 25
years! As a result of this additional training, I was able to get the job which
I have held for the last 18 years, that of tenured faculty member.

The influx of workers from abroad has made the job situation even
worse, although the limit on foreign workers has been reduced in 2003.
The dilemma that exists for IT workers is how to remain marketable
and not become complacent in these hard economic times.

One solution to the problem is through the enhancement of one’s
technical and managerial skills. Make use of the many opportunities
that exist for online training.

Many universities offer complete degrees online, from two-year
associate degrees to master’s and even Ph.D.s. Some examples include
the University of Phoenix (online.phoenix.edu), Nova-Southeastern
University (www.nova.edu), Ball State University (www.bsu.edu), and
Indiana State University (www.indstate.edu).

Professional organizations provide free training for their members.
The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) (www.acm.org)
and IEEE (www.ieee.org) provide such training. NaSPA is looking for
input from its members on how we can facilitate your training needs in
the future. Possibilities include partnering with universities or colleges
to offer training programs or certificates, or working with training
companies to offer courses.
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Finally, there are many free training courses available on the
Internet. An individual can search the Internet for a particular topic
(such as Java Programming), or a Web site such as Project Merlot
(www.merlot.org) can be utilized to find training in such a topic.
Project Merlot provides lists of URLs that have been submitted by any-
one interested in online learning and which have been peer-reviewed by
university faculty selected as reviewers based on their expertise in a
particular area. Although many of the subject categories relate specifi-
cally to university degrees (such as physics or mathematics), there are
many practical categories as well, such as Information Technology. The
IT category includes networking, operating systems, analysis and
design, programming and other related topics. Anyone can use the site,
and anyone can submit URLs that are found to be useful teaching sites.

Losing a job can be a life-changing event. If IT professionals keep
their job skills current and are open to new technology, such an event
can be a good thing. Using online training is one way to keep up-to-
date on these skills for advancement in one’s current job, or in case of
a change in jobs. At NaSPA, we would like to encourage our members
to let us know how we can help you with your educational needs.

2. INTRODUCTION TO LINUX

By Jimmy Lee
This session began with a history of Linux.
First, AT&T, GE and MIT developed a multi-user operating system

known as the MULTICS project. It was cancelled in 1969, but then
AT&T went on to develop UNICS, a single-user operating system in
1970, which was later called UNIX. AT&T licensed Unix to UC
Berkley in 1973. UC Berkley and GE created a UNIX version called
BSD (Berkley Software Distribution). BSD was co-developed by Bill
Joy, who later joined SUN. AT&T and SUN created Unix System V
version 4 in 1989, and in 1992, Novell bought the rights to System V
from AT&T. In 1994 SUN bought the rights to System V from Novell,
and this is now called SUN Solaris.

Next, UC Berkely licensed the AT&T Unix software, modifying the
AT&T Unix operating system. They added TCP/IP under contract by
DARPA. The cost of BSD rose due to the license agreement. In 1991,
UC Berkely released a free version of BSD. AT&T sued UC Berkley
for license violation, and the suit lasted several years. UC Berkley lost
and had to remove the AT&T code. They then produced FreeBSD.

What was Microsoft’s role? Microsoft licensed the AT&T Unix soft-
ware in 1979, modifying the AT&T Unix operating system. XENIX
was announced in 1980. SCO licensed XENIX from Microsoft in 1981.
Later, in 1987, XENIX merged with AT&T Unix, and in 1988, SUN
Unix merged with AT&T Unix. SCO released SCO Unix in 1989.
Microsoft later sold XENIX to SCO and went on to create Windows.

Richard Stallman was a gifted programmer at the MIT AI laboratory.
He was also an advocate of the open-source movement. He began the
Free Software Foundation (FSF), and his first project was to build an
open-source Unix operating system. He called the project GNU. In
1991, GNU was nearly complete, except for the kernel. The FSF began
working on the kernel in 1991.

Linus Torvalds was a student at the University of Helsinki, Finland
in 1991. He was working with Minix, a Unix operating system devel-
oped by Andrew Tanenbaum. Linus asked Mr. Tanenbaum to modify
Minix, but he declined. Linus created an x386 Unix kernel based on
Minix and named it Linux. The Linux kernel, however, was not a com-
plete operating system. Linus published his work as open source on the

Internet, invited the world to participate in the effort, and the world
began to add source to the kernel.

In 1991 GNU and Linux merged to become GNU/Linux, which
became shortened to Linux. Linux matured and expanded in the 1990s
and beyond, with thousands of programmers contributing code. Linux
became a world-embraced open-source operating system.

Next, the presentation covered topics such as Linux topology, virtu-
al file systems, Linux directory tree structure, Inodes, file mode, Ext
file system, Ext2 Super Block, Ext2 Group Descriptor, building a
Linux system, free downloads, Linux distributors, installation, lan-
guage, mouse and keyboard selection, disk partititioning, hard drive
partititoning, Linux file systems, and much more.

Go to the NaSPA Web site for more detail (www.naspa.com).

3. OS/390 FULLY WIRED MVS FREE SOFTWARE
TOOLS AND TIPS UPDATE RELOADED

By Sam Knutson
The mainframe is not dead! This session was chock-full of tips and

sources for the mainframe programmer.
Some of the sources covered in the presentation and in handouts include

the CBT tapes available on the NaSPA Web site (www.naspa.com);
Hercules, a System/370m ESA/390 and z/Architecture emulator; books,
such as MVS Performance, Advanced Assembler Source, The Operating
Systems Handbook, and MVS Systems Programming;and conferences like
SHARE (www.share.org).

Some of the tips covered topics such as how to download and restore
XMIT + ZIP, COPYMODS, COPYFILE, COPYMODS JCL, AWSTAPE,
CDSCB, DAF, PDS, ZZSA, V – The File Viewer, SHOWMVS, MXI, and
PARMLIB DIAGxx

Go to the NaSPA Web site for more information on this presentation
(www.naspa.com).

4. ADVANCED LINUX

By Jimmy Lee
This session addressed a variety of Linux topics, including:

� Linux and the IBM eServer
� The business highlights of Linux
� Server consolidation (SCON)
� Migration strategy
� Linux sizing
� Linux solutions (IBM eServer Solutions, SuSE Linux Business

Solutions, Mainline and SuSE, for example)
� Legacy Web examples
� Case Studies:

� zSeries
� iSeries
� xSeries

� Linux IFL (Integrated Facility for Linux)

Please see the Web site (www.naspa.com) for more detail on this
presentation.

5. HOW TO HACK A WEB SITE

By Matthew Fisher
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According to a statement from the Gartner Group, over 70% of
attacks against a company’s Web site or Web application occur at the
application layer and not the network or system layer. The presenter
pointed this out, along with the fact that these Web application risks
lead to tremendous financial losses for companies.

The session educated us on several examples of recent attacks,
including the attacks on the Recording Industry Association of
America. It was hacked six times, and the last time it was attacked,
pirated music was posted for downloading and a URL permitting
access to the association’s system for posting press releases was made
accessible to the public. A vulnerability on the Victoria’s Secret Web
site allowed customers to see other customers’ orders by changing the
data in the URL address line. The presentation reviewed several other
vulnerabilities on Web sites.

The presentation stressed that a gap exists between security profes-
sionals, who don’t know applications, and Web application developers,
who don’t understand security. Application development emphasizes
functionality rather than security, and there’s a lack of awareness
about applications vulnerabilities among security professionals.
Web application vulnerabilities occur in three areas—platform,
administration and application.

The first live hacking demo showed parameter manipulation, direc-
tory traversal, source code disclosure, and remote administration. The
second demo showed cross-site scripting, SQL injection, cookie
manipulation and session hijacking.

Another part of the presentation addressed the business drivers
behind Web application security and current regulations, including
HIPAA, GLBA, Sarbanes-Oxley, and SB-1386.

There are four phases of the application lifecycle, including design,
development, testing and production. We should address security in the
development phase, production systems should be audited on a regular
basis, and Web application security testing must be applied in all phas-
es of the application lifecycle. All constituencies should have a role in
that testing—auditors, application developers, quality assurance pro-
fessionals, and security operations staff.

The presentation concluded with a discussion of the WebInspect
product line, its benefits and capabilities. For a free WebInspect 15-day
trial product download, go to www.spidynamics.com.

6. WEBSPHERE

By Stanley Dahl
This presentation addressed legacy systems in light of business pains

and needs, styles of host modernization, IBM WebSphere host integration,
and IBM WebSphere host access transformation server (HATS).

IBM:

� improves productivity and usability of legacy applications
� cost-effectively gets existing applications to new groups of users

using Web technologies
� utilizes new business functions while protecting legacy investment
� leverages enterprise skills
� reduces training and education costs

HATS extends applications to the widest audience, converting green
screens to graphical user interfaces and improving the navigation of
host applications. Current HATS-supported platforms include
Windows NT, Windows 2000, AIX, Solaris, AS/400, OS/390, z/OS.

Future platforms supported by HATS will be Windows 2003, Linux
and zLinux.

Other topics presented were:

� WebSphere Development Studio for iSeries
� CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)
� CTG using J2C with ECI or EPI
� The WebSphere platform
� IBM Host Integration Overview
� The WebSphere Studio Family
� IBM WebSphere Host Publisher
� Defining Your Own Rulesets

For more detail, please visit NaSPA’s Web site, www.naspa.com.

7. REGAINING EMPLOYMENT AFTER A LAYOFF:
A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

By Rick Nashleanas, “Career Corner” Columnist, Technical Support
magazine

By Scott Sherer, NaSPA President
Since this session was not a formal presentation, but rather an infor-

mal dialogue, we have listed the top ten items that resulted from the
group discussion.

NOTE: These are not listed in any particular order because indi-
vidual strengths and weaknesses will always vary. We hope you find
these helpful.

1. Always keep your resume up-to-date (prepare for the worst).
2. If you are employed but you fear a layoff may come, don’t wait—

send out your resume and start getting into “interview shape.”
3. Always carry business cards, even if you are unemployed. List

your primary qualifications on your business cards.
4. Attend free or inexpensive seminars, conferences, user groups

and keep on networking.
5. Talk to friends, family, neighbors (creative networking). They

may know somebody hiring.
6. If interviewing/selling yourself is your weakness, practice role-

playing with a friend.
7. Go back to your former educational institution to see if they

have a career-planning department or career advisor. They might
have contacts/ideas for you.

8. Concentrate on building your business skills. Many in our industry
are more comfortable in front of a monitor than in front of a person
or a group of people. Join Toastmasters. Network within your
company and outside your organization.

9. Always have an Internet job agent collecting potential jobs for
you out there. Besides keeping your pulse on the job market, it
also lets you know what you should be learning to stay current.

10. Take a completeinventory of your skills. Don’t limit yourself
just to IT jobs you have done before. You might find that your
combined skills are extremely valuable in a non-IT role.

8. MICROSOFT OFFICE 2003 EDITIONS

By Christopher Ross
The presentation from Microsoft provided a sneak preview of the

new Microsoft Office System.
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The Microsoft Office System is very robust and includes much more
than the Office Edition suite of products that you are already familiar
with. This presentation provided an opportunity to go under the hood
of the Microsoft Office System, including the new Microsoft Office
Editions. Audience members got a “how-it-works” look at New Office
Editions applications and the extended Office System featuring inte-
grated tools such as Exchange and SharePoint Portal Server. Attendees
also learned how the Office System, with its broader, more powerful set
of mission-critical applications, connects organizations to information,
people and resources. The presentation addressed the nuts-and-bolts
issues like stability, security, interoperability, deployment requirements,
information management and centralized versus distributed support.
Attendees also saw a hands-on demonstration of the Microsoft Office
System features and functionality, focusing on new information security
and spam reduction, plus XML and integration with SharePoint server.

Microsoft Office has evolved from a suite of personal productivity
products to a more comprehensive and integrated system called the
Microsoft Office System. Microsoft has already developed a tighter inte-
gration between programs in the various Office Editions. With the new
Microsoft Office System, Microsoft is taking that integration to the next
level by extending it to other Office programs such as Visio, OneNote and
Project, as well as creating better integration with server technologies
such as Exchange and Live Meeting and services such as SharePoint.

The Microsoft Office System is made up of a series of building
blocks that are designed to work together to help address a broad array
of business problems. It is not a bundle of programs, like the Microsoft
Office Editions, but an architecture for how these building blocks work
together. Building on the familiar tools that many people already know,
the Microsoft Office System includes:

� Desktop Programs
� Servers
� Solutions
� Services

These are built on a foundation of core technologies such as
Information Rights Management, XML, etc.

To stay competitive, companies need new ways to maximize their
existing technology investments, resources and information. And to be
productive and cost-efficient, Microsoft is always looking for better
ways to automate business processes and help. Over the past 24
months, Microsoft has received a lot of great Office feedback from
active users and administrators. We listened, and our engineers have
been working hard to build hundreds of new features and enhance-
ments into the new Microsoft Office System. These enhancements can
be broken down into four main areas.

� First, we focused on network and resource optimization. For
instance, Exchange and SharePoint Portal Server include a set of
integrated tools that make it easier than ever.

� Then we focused on the area of Information Access and Protection.
� InfoPath, SharePoint and Smart Docs XML Support Connect

People to Information
� IRM Protects Intellectual Property

� We also looked at enhanced security, specifically with infrastructure
and e-mail
� ActiveX Controls
� Increased security by default

� SharePoint Anti-Virus API
� Outlook Anti-Spam or Junk Mail Filter
� Users can see what is in the Junk Mail folder and they can

then specify whether or not something is unwanted.
� Users can also indicate Junk Mail status on messages that

don’t get caught the first time by the software.
� Finally, we turned our attention to promoting customer self-reliance

with built-in support. These improvements allow you to decrease
the time you spend training your users.

The new Microsoft Office System has improved security, anti-spam
and e-mail management.

� Outlook 2003’s and Exchange 2003’s most popular feature is
improved spam filtering and content blocking capabilities. These
features make sure users get the e-mail they want and protect
your servers and corporate data.

It makes teamwork and working remotely easy.

� There are a variety of features across Office applications that
make working collaboratively easy—whether it’s creating shared
workspaces or Outlook’s shared calendar feature, staying connected
is simple, secure and convenient with the new Office Editions. And
through integration with the collaboration and information-sharing
portal, Microsoft SharePoint, users can easily access and share
information both internally and externally.

It provides more users in your organization access to mission-
critical data.

� Use XML and Web services to give more people in your
organization better access to disparate information and remove
their reliance on your IT department for one–off reports.

It keeps corporate data safe and secure.

� Another added level of security in new Office Editions is
Information Rights Management for sensitive documents. This
new feature lets users, admins and managers restrict access to
documents to only authorized people who have permission.

Working within the Microsoft Office System, you can deploy advanced
enterprise solutions.

� Support for Information Rights Management (IRM) and industry-
standards XML & Web services, as well as integration with
SharePoint Service and Exchange Server, provides a platform on
which IT professionals can quickly build cost-effective, secure
solutions that can have an immediate impact on their business.

It’s more robust but still has a familiar interface.

� By providing familiar, intuitive and easy-to-use tools, you can cost-
effectively increase the pace of new technology adoption in your
organization without incurring major new training and support costs.

For more information, visit www.microsoft.com/office..  
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